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There’s the joy they bring when your memories have dimmed to be able to 
see these times again, and the magic of being able to share these memories 
with someone new.  

For these reasons and many more, you owe it to yourself to commemorate 
the special times in your life with remarkable and unique portraits.

With portraits from Immortal Concepts Studios, your unique story will be 
told in pieces of art that you will be proud to display in your home and pass 
down to future generations.

Photographs are the keepsakes for 
the rest of our lives.



The Basics
Sitting Fee

Your session fee includes an initial consultation via phone or email, a 1-2 hour photography session, and an 
online gallery of individually-corrected images to order prints and products from.

Sessions are conducted either in my studio or at a chosen location.

A password-protected online gallery from your session 
will be available normally within 7 days of the shoot, 
and will remain online for 21 days.  You will also be 
able to send the gallery link and password to friends 
and relatives who may be interested in ordering prints 
as well.

Standard Session (1-2 people)   $150
Standard Session (3-5 people)   $250 

An upfront $100 non-refundable deposit (which 
is applied towards the cost of the photo session)  
is required to reserve your session date.

The session fee does not include any digital images, 
prints or products.

Digital Images

Digital images are $50 each and include basic retouching. Digital images are web quality, perfect for online 
use and come with unlimited online use rights. 
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Fine Art Portraits
A portrait shouldn’t be restricted by what you’re wearing, or the limitations of your environment. A portrait 
should tell a story about your unique character, your one-of-a-kind personality and the awesome story that you 
want to tell about yourself. 

A concept portrait can place you anywhere, anytime and anyone.

Fine Art Portraits by Immortal Concepts Studios take portraiture to the next level by giving you something 
truly one-of-a-kind to you. 

Along with the initial sitting fee, there is an art fee that starts at $250 depending on the complexity of the 
project. All Fine Art Portrait projects are meant to be printed on luxury papers or canvas. 

For those who want to go above and beyond and create something 
totally unique.

Fine Art Portrait Pricing



Prints and Products
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It’s important to know how a print will look once it is hung before you try to decide on what size prints 
you want to order. As you can see from the illustration below, smaller prints are not very easy to see when 
viewed from a distance and depending on where you will be viewing your prints will determine the size 
that you want.

Determining Print Sizes

I am pleased to offer a-la-carte ordering so that you don’t need to commit to a particular set package. 

At your ordering session, you can select from beautiful showcase albums, modern wall portraits, custom-
designed storyboards, and high quality canvases, to name just a few of the great products I offer to meet 
your needs.

Clients typically invest anywhere from $800-$3000 in their custom prints and professional quality 
products.



Standard Prints
Offered in an incredible range of print sizes and mounting options, these print are perfect for framing, 
mounting or placing in albums. The prices below are just a small selection of the most popular print 
sizes and are for prints on Lustre or Glossy Surface Professional Photo Papers. Other options, including 
Metallic Surface, Pearl and Deep Matte Velvet are also available. Print prices listed below are for print 
only, mounting or framing are additional.  

Prices listed are for a sampling of some of the 
more popular sizes of photo prints. More sizes 
and their prices can be discussed during your 

one-on-one consultation.
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Photographic Prints on Professional Photo Papers

Size Price
4x5 $10
5x7 $19
8x8 $29

8x10 $29
8x12 $29

11x14 $69
12x12 $79
16x20 $199
16x24 $199
20x30 $299
24x36 $449
30x40 $549



Canvas Prints
I offer a large range of canvas print sizes and mounting options, as once again the prices below are just a 
small selection of what I can offer. 

Canvas prints offer numerous advantages:

1. Look of Fine Art: Since canvas printings do not have a high proportion of gloss sheen, you as the 
viewers will solely focus on the detail in the photo and will not be distracted. Printing your portraits on 
canvas give the look of more of a piece of fine art and less of a photograph.

2. Durability: This is perhaps its most defining attribute. In most cases, canvas prints are made up of sturdy 
material and this is one of the reasons that paintings in museums and art galleries have been around for 
hundreds of years and still have not lost their intrinsic qualities

3. Three Dimensional Texture: As opposed to traditional photos that appear as flat images against the wall, 
canvas prints tend to stand out. Depending on the detail and the quality of the canvas, the prints on them 
sparks the interests of both enthusiast and leisure photographers, even towards ordinary photos. To further 
complement the prints, you can use frames that best work for the room in which they are contained but 
which do not stand out too much.
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Display Your Images  on a  Fine Art Canvas 

Size Price
5x7 $149
8x8 $169

8x12 $179
11x14 $229
12x12 $229
16x24 $399
20x30 $549
24x36 $759
30x40 $999

Prices listed are for a sampling of some of 
the more popular sizes mounted on a 1 1/2” 
stretcher frame. More sizes and styles and 
their prices can be discussed during your 

one-on-one consultation.



Metal Prints
Metal Prints represent a new art medium for preserving photos by infusing dyes directly into specially 
coated aluminum sheets. Because the image is infused into the surface and not on it, your images will 
take on an almost magical luminescence.

Metal prints have numerous advantages:

1. Better Image Protection: Even the best archival papers are broken down by light over time.  There 
are ways to help preserve the images longer, like museum glass, and ultra-high quality inks, but the 
fact remains, images on any type of paper will eventually break down.  Printing on metal is a different 
process as the inks adhere to a polyurethane substrate which is then coated in a high gloss finish, 
protecting the artwork for easily twice as long as the best papers.

2. Excellent Image Quality: Because of the high gloss finish and the polyurethane polymers below it, 
images jump with color like they are dripping wet with vibrance and saturation. 

3. Ready to Hang: By default, all images shipped from Immortal Concepts are printed on brushed 
aluminum with a high gloss finish and a ½” floating mount. 
This means the images come ready to hang and therefore 
your artwork is ready for the wall as soon as it is un-crated.  
This contemporary look gives a sleek, modern feel to your 
artwork. But you can also frame them in more traditional 
frames that may look more like they belong with other  
artwork you already have.

4. Easy to Clean: The ultra-hard scratch-resistant surface is 
waterproof and can be cleaned easily.
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Stunning Prints on Aluminum

Size Price
4x5 $79
5x7 $99
8x8 $149

8x12 $159
11x14 $229
12x12 $229
16x24 $399
20x30 $899
24x36 $1,199
30x40 $1,499

Prices listed are for a sampling of some of the 
more popular sizes. More sizes and styles and their 

prices can be discussed during your one-on-one 
consultation.



Photo Albums/Books
A custom designed photo album or photo book is the perfect way to remember and display your photo 
session and become a permanent fixture in your home offering a trip down memory lane with every 
turn of the page.  

I design the album and books choosing the best images that fit together.  I then offer you a digital proof 
prior to printing in case you want to make any alterations.

Albums and books come in many sizes, shapes, thicknesses, with varying paper types and cover styles. 
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A Perfect Way to Display Your Portrait Session

Size Price
4x6 $499
5x5 $499
5x7 $549
8x8 $599

8x10 $699
10x10 $799
11x14 $899
12x12 $899

Size Price
5x5 $349
5x7 $349
8x8 $399

8x10 $399
10x10 $499
11x14 $599
12x12 $599

The prices listed here are for just a sampling 
of album sizes with a Leatherette or Linen 
cover and 20 pages. More sizes and styles 
and their prices can be discussed during 

your one-on-one consultation.

The prices listed here are for just a sampling of book 
sizes with a hard photo cover, 10 pages/20 sides and lay 
flat hinge. More sizes and styles and their prices can be 

discussed during your one-on-one consultation.

Album Pricing

Book Pricing
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An easier way to display multiple images or just a single image 
over multiple panels

Clusters/Splits/Collages

Wall Clusters and Split Packages are a great way to display multiple images, and are priced at a discount 
over individual print prices. There are over 75 different options for pre-designed clusters, splits and 
collages that we can design and lay out to create beautiful wall displays using individual images on each 
print, or one image across multiple prints. 

Cluster/Splits/Collages are available in photo paper (mounted on masonite), canvas or metal. All prints 
are supplied with hanging hardware, paper hanging template.

Prices range from $229 to $2,900.
Sample collage arrangements
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You have countless options to display and share your portraits 
with others.

...and much more!

What you have seen so far is just a sampling of what is available to you. Not only are there more sizes 
and styles to the products you have seen so far, there are many other wonderful product options 
available to you for you to display your portraits.

• Acrylic Prints
• Maple Wood Prints
• Thin Wrap Prints
• Bamboo Mounted Prints
• Dream Prints
• Multiple Card Styles
• Photo Tiles
• Jewelry
• Photo Boxes
• And Much More!


